
 
 
 

Key Skills 
 

 Identify and name the different continents.  
 

 Use a map, globe or atlas to identify the 
continents and countries we learn about. 

 

 Identify different geographical features from 
aerial/satellite photograph and maps. 
 

 Begin to extend our narrative writing to enable 
us to write short stories. 
 

 Use physical and pictorial representations to 
help us learn and remember the number facts 
for all numbers under and including 10.  

 
 

Our Wonderful World 

 

Key Knowledge 
 
The earth is made up of seven continents and five 
oceans. The continents are made up of large land 
masses and associated islands.  As well as oceans there 
are smaller bodies of water called seas. 
 
Humans live all around the world on the different 
continents. Different places in the world have different 
climates and weather patterns. Each continent has 
different kinds of landscape as well as different 
climates.  
 
One way that humans have an impact on the world is 
by building things and it is possible to classify features 
of different landscapes into human or physical (not 
man-made) features. 
 
  

Key Vocabulary 

continents Oceans sea land 

physical 
feature 

human 
feature 

mountain river 

(rain)forest desert city town 

building country lake beach 

English 
We start this topic by reading “Here we are” by Oliver Jeffers as an introduction to our topic theme.   
 
We will continue to focus on using our phonics skills to write. This includes learning to spell the harder to read and 
spell words as part of our Phonics programme. The focus on (finger) spaces, full stops, and correctly forming letters 
will continue. We will also promote writing the letters on the line.  
 
We will write non-fiction sentences and texts about Our Wonderful World as well as using texts based in other 
countries such as “Handa’s Surprise” to inspire our narrative writing.  All of our writing always starts with a focus on 
spoken language and saying out loud what we want to write 
 
We will cover the following skills:  
 

 Use capital letters for proper names. 

 Form letters of the correct size and orientation starting and finishing in the right place. 

 Use full stops and capitals to demarcate sentences. 

 Use capital letters for names of people, places, the days of the week, and the personal pronoun ‘I’. 

 Begin to punctuate sentences correctly; joining words and sentences using ‘and’, ‘but’ and ‘or’. 

 Write sentences by sequencing to form short narratives. 

 Continuing to learn and consolidate phonic sounds and spelling of common exception words. 

Maths 
Maths this half term will carry on with addition and subtraction before we look at some geometry. We are still 
reinforcing our subitising (knowing how many there are by looking, explained here) . We will also be working a lot 
on being able to explain how we know something. We are also valuing highly the different ways that children 
explain their understanding.   
 
Number 

 Recapping the number facts for all the numbers up to 10 and trying to remember as many as possible 
(having made them in many ways with physical and pictorial representations to help.  

 Addition and Subtraction  

 Subtraction using part whole models  (understanding and using our number fact knowledge)  

 Subtraction by crossing out/taking away  

 Using a number line for addition and subtraction 
 
Geometry 

 Recognise and name 2D Shapes (describing their properties) 

  Recognise and name 3D shapes(describing their properties) 

 Use the shapes in patterns. Recreate patterns, continue patterns, make our own patterns.  
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https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/80821141/faulkner-ainslie-2017-subitising-with-cover-page-v2.pdf?Expires=1667561642&Signature=fuFnfJNWW4b45f7MDhA~XaF3jT7Ll4xdgQ1BVNXohd8bAJKA9ebzEn5~JXb6iKxor-ZjJA4pJHgn6sUfVgrbpK9IjfShFOUnlyzROt5zqs~TcDqIWf~BaOa8r8k~dma-xeU~4Dm--3owA-FWeNy~MQPRsPnTVj5f2g~EQ~ipuueNQ6iEmNs5oUGZWq~KEZPjycmjBHRy-u4XUr0AN5BA88iz1PPrQsvat7r7XISSlcI~c2B2n38cj4Xujmaz7i8paQX5536a9R~dBOEq2fHtsKGRp0CeC2Idx1jK3rxRQYn1rPzEROkWibt2y5xZMTg0oCVfjjEizGKMzSoZU~XZfg__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA


 Exploring the structure of simple stories. 

 Exploring the difference between fiction and nonfiction. 

Throughout both of these areas of learning we will be doing lots of reasoning and problem solving to deepen our 
understanding.  
 

 
 

Science  
This half term we will be continue to work on “Seasonal changes”. We 
often use time in Forest School to notice the differences.  We will also be 
learning about humans and the different parts of the body.  
 
Working Scientifically :  
 We will be asking simple questions and recognise that they can be 
answered in different ways.  
We will be using observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions.  
 
 
Animals including Humans  
We will identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body 
and say which parts of the body is associated with which sense  
 

 

History and Geography 
This half term we will be focussing on Geography. 
 
We will be learning about physical and human features of landscapes. 
These will include beaches, mountains, cliffs, volcanoes, deserts, rivers, 
lakes, valleys, and a human features including buildings, roads and 
farmland.  
 
We will be learning the names of the continents and oceans of the world 
and finding out a bit about each continent and ocean as well as making 
our own globes.  
 
We will link our English work to the Geographical aspects of the topic.  

 

PE: 
Scooterbility –Mondays  
 We will be focussing on balance and control of the scooters and also 
including road safety and safe practices while scooting.  
 
Ball skills – Wednesdays (only a short P.E. Lesson so no need to change)  
We will work with different sizes and kinds of ball to understand how to 
control them using hands and feet. We will be looking at the skills needed 
for throwing and catching two handed (and possibly one handed) both to 
ourselves and towards a target. We will be rolling, bouncing and throwing 
the balls.  
We will also be learning about tracking a ball and predicting where it will 
go to move to intercept it.  
 
Dance- Fridays 
We will be learning to count to the music to make dance interesting. We 
will explore pathways and make up our own dances. We will explore , 
speed, actions and expression, and represent themes through our dance.  

PSHE 
The topic this half term is “Celebrating Difference.” 
 
We will be learning about how we are the same as or similar to each other 
and how we are different from each other. 
Then we will learn about what bullying is and what to do if we think it is 
happening.   
We will finish by learning about making new friends and celebrating our 
differences and ourselves.  

Art/DT: 
This half term 
During this topic we will cover the following skills: 

 Observing closely art from other parts of the world and re-
creating some of it.  

 Sculpt our own globes using Papier Mache and choose 
appropriate techniques to  

 Understand how different materials make different patterns.   

 Develop a range of art and design techniques using colour, 
pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space.  

 

Music- Mrs Hamilton (Cambridgeshire Music)  
 Unison singing, songs related to our world.  The children will be 

learning songs from round the world as well as some about the 
continents 

 Building rhythm and performance skills. 

  Seasonal songs and performances as we approach the winter 
break.  



Computing- Mr Meachen (Junior Jam): 
Course overview: Students will use games to learn key coding skills. The 
sessions will start by looking at everyday tasks and thinking about the 
thought behind a series of problems within the app ‘Kodable’. This will 
culminate in students  learning how to use the coding language 'Blockly', 
the app ‘Hopscotch’ and using the word algorithm with ease. 
 
 Learning Outcome for the course: To learn to program simple shapes on 
the app Hopscotch. To understand how to write in steps and be able to 
demonstrate when wri?ng code. To be able to use code to solve 
problems.   . 

R.E 
We are learning about the Christmas Story and why gifts can be 
meaningful.  
 
We will discuss the importance of gifts we have previously received and 
their meanings to us.  

 
We will be imagining what gifts Christians might have brought for Jesus if 
the  Christmas story had happened in my town. 
 
 
  

 

 


